Role of homoeopathy in epidemic disease
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Abstract
Hahnemann constantly worked on this type of condition in his era. In epidemic diseases there was always a strong proof that homoeopathic medicine can be the only way out that scenario. In recent times pandemic (COVID-19) situation all over the world, homoeopathic medicines prescribed the on basis of similia, patients can be recovered.
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Introduction
Epidemic disease

Epi= upon; demon= people.

The unusual occurrence in a community of region of disease, specific health related behavior, outbreak in large no [1].

Outbreak: an outbreak is a sudden increase in occurrence of an infectious disease in a particular time and place [1]. Hahnemannian concept of epidemic disease It attacks several persons, with similar sufferings from same cause [2]. Generally becomes infectious when prevail among thickly ongregated mass of human beings [2]. Calamities of war, inundations and famine are causes of epidemic disease [2]

Epidemic disease

An epidemic usually affecting a large proportion of the population occurring over a wide geographic area such as section of nation, entire nation, a continent or the world [3]. Covid -19, 2019-2020 to be continued.

Types

Current burden of health
2. Corona means crown [5]
3. Covered with spiky proteins [5]
4. RNA virus [6]
5. Zoonotic virus [6]

Incubation Period
The incubation period: 2-14 days after exposure [7]


Homoeopathic point of view in Epidemic disease

Introduction
In conventional system to prevent the burden of the epidemic diseases vaccination was the only way out. But Homoeopathic remedy will allow the vital force immediately to deal with any acute exposure or attack of epidemic diseases.
History of treatment of Epidemic diseases in Homoeopathy

Samuel Hahnemann

History of smooth scarlatina epidemics

In 1801, smooth scarlatina of Sydenham [9] attacked epidemically all children, who escaped in former epidemic. In epidemic in Konigsrufter, all children who took belladonna in a very small dose remained unaffected by it as it protects from epidemic attack [10].

Scarlet fever of sydenham

In year 1801 a kind of purpura miliaris (roodvonk), which came from west, was by physician onfounded with scarlet fever, notwithstanding that they exhibit totally different symptoms, that the atter found its prophylactic and curative remedy in belladonna, the former in aconite [11].

Hahnemannian concept of collective Disease

First case of epidemic may not give the complete picture [12]. Close observation of several cases the physician obtains the totality of symptoms of the epidemic [12] “several cases of every such collective disease that he can become conversant with the totality of its signs &; symptoms” [12].

Hahnemannelian concept of uncured epidemic Intermittent fever

Develops psora internally by maltreatment [13]. Will be cured by minute &; rarely repeated dose of sulphur or heper sulph in high potency [13].

Hahnemannian concept of epidemic fever

Epidemic fever where none are endemic [14]. Nature of chronic disease [14] Single acute paroxysm [14] Uniform, peculiar character common to all [14]. This character guides for the discovery of homoeopathic remedy suitable for all cases [14].

Hahnemannian concept in prevention of measles

It seems to me somewhat probable that a similar employment of belladonna would also preserve from measles [15].

Hahnemannian concept on the prevailing fever

‘on the other hand there is a mineral, which is extraordinary action on human body, is capable of exciting those symptoms which make up our fever in most perfect &; complete manner’ [16]. Arsenicum album it can cure the greatest and worst portion of our fevers quickly, easily, and with the greatest certainty [16] (prevailed for a year past in Germany) [16].

Hahnemannian concept:

Prevention in epidemic disease (lesser writings 171 page no, friends of health)

Should avoid over eating [17]. Night watching should be avoided [17]. Over fatigue of the body and mind should be avoided [17]. Never visit a patient in empty stomach [17] ‘in such cases, I have taken a drachm of cinchona bark in wine every three quarters of an hour, until all danger of infection was completely over’ [17].

Concept of other stalwarts

J. T. Kent

Kentian

Concept

‘The original simple psora has added to sycosis &; syphilis, have now effected a state, they have continued to effect state in mankind, whereby the entire race is so susceptible to acute affections that many of our citizens have every little thing that comes along, and every little epidemic of influenza brings them down with an acute attack’ [18] which can only be treated by symptom similarity with proper anamnesis and proper similitum [19]. According to Kent there is only one way to cure, that is symptoms-similarity. He also said day by day medicine could be changed according to patient’s individualization [19]. You will perhaps find that half a dozen remedies indicated in large no of cases. The one remedy seems to best efficacious to the general nature of the sickness, you will find the prophylaxis [19].

John henry clarke homoeopathic prevention clarke

Dr. Clarke: in case of influenza like illness, DR CLARKE has given in fluinzenium [20]. “The general directions, I give to my patients when cold appear in a family let all those who are unaffected take arsenicum album 3 thrice daily, and let the patient take in fluinzenium 30 every hour or two [20]. This generally prevents the spread of the cold and clears up the case. whether they are of the influenza type or not [20].

Clarke: on in fluinzenium

Influenza has the property of developing old troubles, &; amp; thus it takes an infinite variety of forms in different persons, so that in fluinzenium need not be expected to cure all cases unaided, or indeed, to be appropriate to every case [20].

Pierre Schmidt

Pierre Schmidt on Oscillococcinum

Influenza at the beginning as a preventive, as well as during convalescence [21]. Influenzas of all types, especially in early stages [21]. Epidemic influenza [21]. Tendency to get influenza [21]. Oscillococcinum 200c every 3 hours or repeat if necessary [21].

Josepeth Roy concept, on Oscillococcinum

He observed 1925 in some culture condition (the existence of germ animated by oscillating movement) [22]. Oscillococcinum as a preventive in flu like illness (influenza) [22]. Oscillococcinum was developed by Boiron lab in France [22].

Effects of homoeopathy in outbreak of disease

Published in various Journals:

William f.baker (Philadelphia)

Following Dr. ohen’s method gelsemium: ‘ has its control of the infection and immunity produced by gelsemium in the rabbit blood’ [23]. ‘Experiment shows that gels value in all infections. Including central nervous system’ [23]. Bryonia: ‘acts on the peripheral sensory functions and marked gastro enteric system. The deep action on lung is more of the nature of hypostasis from collapse’ [23].

JN Majumder, PC Majumder, Nilambar Hui 1919 (The Calcutta Homoeopathic Medical College And Hospital).

Epidemic of influenza fever in Calcutta in august 1918 where the heart seems to be affected remedies were [24]. Arsenic [24].
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Conclusion
Homoeopathy can be utilized effectively in outbreak of any infectious disease. The effectiveness of homoeopathic preventive medicines needs further clinical, molecular studies as well. In any kind of epidemic disease like influenza, any kind of exhausting fever homoeopathic medicine works miraculously.
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